DAILY CRIME LOG
MONTH: APRIL 2019
CASE #

DATE

TIME

LOCATION

INCIDENT

CLASSIFICATION
A visitor to campus
advised police they fell in
the MLK building injuring
themselves in November
of 2018. An investigation
is being conducted.
6(k)$45.00 A student
reported to police
someone stole their BSU
parking permit from their
vehicle on parking lot G.
An investigation is being
conducted.
A student reported an
unknown person made
unauthorized purchases on
their BSU card. An
investigation is being
conducted.
A person that was a harm
to themselves was taken to
the hospital on an EPS.
6(K) $25.00 Victim
reported to police an
unknown person(s)
entered their unsecured
vehicle on parking lot A
and removed personal
items.
A staff member reported a
broken computer to

1904-0001 04/01/2019

1200

MLK

Misc. Incident (Injured Person)

1904-0002 04/01/2019

1623

Lot G

Theft from Auto

1904-0003 04/01/2019

1632

Towers

Misc. Incident (Unauthorized
Use)

1904-0004 04/03/2019

1103

MLK

Medical Emergency - EPS

1904-0005 04/03/2019

1558

Lot A

Theft from Auto

1904-0006 04/04/2019

1016

FPAC

Property Damage

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

1

2
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OFC.
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1144

1128

1142

1132

1145

1140
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1904-0007 04/04/2019

1025

McKeldin

1904-0008 04/03/2019

1315

CNSMN

1904-0009 04/06/2019

0158

CMRC

1904-0010 04/07/2019

1328

McKeldin

1904-0011 04/08/2019

1140

CMRC

5/29/2019

police.
Miscellaneous Incident (Scam) A student was approached
by an unknown person
and convinced to give
them their bank card and
PIN number for a quick
money scheme. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Telephone Misuse (Repeat
A staff member reported
calls)
being called and
threatened several times
by a former staff member.
An investigation is being
conducted.
Misc. Incident (Noise
Officers responded to a
Complaint)
noise complaint.
Investigation revealed a
party in one of the
residential dwellings. Res.
Life staff was called,
responded dispersed the
party with officer
assistance.
Lost Property
Student reported losing
their wallet. The wallet
was found and
subsequently returned to
the student.
nd
Assault 2 Degree
1 4(e) Officers responded to
a fight in progress. Upon
arrival officers were
advised that one person
bumped and then pushed
A-ARREST

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

1132

1143

1144

1140
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1904-0012 04/08/2019

1322

1555

Report # Issued In
Error( See Accident
Report #HD1140000G
Holmes

Report # Issued In Error( See
Accident Report
#HD1140000G
Lost Property

1904-0013 04/08/2019

1904-0014 04/08/2019

2337

Towers

Medical Emergency

1904-0015 04/09/2019

1027

Henry Building

Misc. Incident (Injured person)

1904-0016 04/10/2019

1219

NSC

Misc. Incident (Unauthorized
Access)

1904-0017 04/10/2019

2346

Haley

Misc. Incident (Verbal Dispute)

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

another causing the
confrontation to begin. An
investigation is being
conducted.
Report # Issued In Error(
See Accident Report
#HD1140000G
A student reported to
police they are missing
their headphones.
Investigation is being
conducted.
Officers responded to a
call for a sick student.
EMS was called and
transported the student to
the hospital.
Officers responded to a
call for an injured person.
Investigation revealed
while walking, a subcontractor fell injuring
their foot and causing
minor injury to the hand
and face area. Same
refused medical treatment.
A student went behind the
counter in the dining hall
and began serving food to
other students.
Investigation is being
conducted.
Officers responded to a
JA
report of a verbal dispute.
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1140

1142

1142

1140

1140

1140
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1904-0018 04/11/2019

1723

CMRC

CDS

1904-0019 04/12/2019

1138

CMRC

CDS

1904-0020 04/13/2019

1238

James Gym

Medical Emergency

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

Residence Life Staff
members were on scene
and handled the matter.
Referred to the Office of
Student Conduct.
Residence Life Staff
reported to police they
smelled and observed
suspected marijuana while
doing health and wellness
checks. Officers
responded and observed
residue, but there was not
enough to collect and test.
Referred to the Office of
Student Conduct.
Residence Life Staff
reported to police they
observed suspected
marijuana in a residential
dwelling.. Officers
responded and observed
suspected marijuana.
Same was confiscated and
tested positive for
marijuana. Referred to the
Office of Student
Conduct.
Officers responded to an
injured AAU Youth
Tournament basketball
player. EMT’s responded
for a player with a groin
injury. Player was not
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

JA

1145

JA

1132

1132
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1904-0021 04/14/2019

1554

Tubman

Medical Emergency

1904-0022 04/15/2019

1626

NSC

2nd Degree Assault

1904-0023 04/15/2019

1830

JEP

Lost Property

1904-0024 04/16/2019

0900

Library

Assault 2nd Degree

1904-0025 04/16/2019

0930

Robinson Hall

Harassment

1904-0026 04/16/2019

1032

JEP

Misc. Incident (Suspicious
Person)

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

2

3

transported to the hospital.
Officers responded to a
student who ingested
medication and cut
themselves trying to cause
harm to themselves. EMS
responded and transported
the same to the hospital
voluntarily.
4(e) A student responded
to Mckeldin Gym and
reported being assaulted
in the Student Center. An
investigation is being
conducted.
A student advised they
lost their car key. A
canvass of the area was
done with negative results.
4(e) A student advised
police they were touched
on the hand by an
employee and did not like
it. An investigation is
being Conducted.
A student reported
receiving phone calls and
text message from a
former domestic partner
after being advised not to
call. An investigation is
being conducted.
A professor reported
feeling uneasy about an
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1142

1142

1142

1140

1140

1140
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1904-0027 04/17/2019

0934

McKeldin Gym

Destruction of Property

1904-0028 04/17/2019

1153

McKeldin

Lost Property

1904-0029 04/17/2019

1535

CMRC - Wellness Ctr.

Medical Emergency

1904-0030 04/17/2019

2002

NSC

Medical Emergency

1904-0031 04/19/2019

2215

McKeldin Gym

Burglary 4th Degree

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

2

unknown person staring at
them from the hallway.
Investigation revealed the
unknown person is a
student which had a class
adjacent to the room the
professor was in.
A student advised police
while crossing the street
they were almost struck
by a vehicle. The vehicle
ran over the students skate
board and continued
without stopping. An
investigation is being
done.
A student advised they
lost a set of keys. A
canvass of the area was
done with negative results.
Officers responded to a
report of a student that
injured themselves while
playing basketball. EMS
was called and transported
the student to the hospital.
A student advised they
were feeling dizzy. EMS
was called and transported
the student to the hospital.
5(B) $160 A student
reported leaving a pair of
Apple Ear Pods in their
residential dwelling and
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

1140

1128

1145

1145
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1904-0032 04/19/2019

1055

MLK

Disorderly Conduct

1904-0033 04/19/2019

1349

Computer Science

Disorderly Conduct

1904-0034 04/22/2019

1645

MLK

Disorderly Conduct

1904-0035 04/22/2019

2155

NSU

Found Property

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

upon return they were not
where they left them. An
investigation is being
conducted.
A professor reported a
student displaying erratic
behavior in class. An
investigation is being
conducted.
A professor advised police
that a student was being
disorderly by getting in
his face, making body
gestures and being
disrespectful in class.
Investigation revealed
there were medical
concerns with the student
and police directed them
to the proper resources.
BSU security guards
advised police of a verbal
dispute between two
people. One student
became irate when
officers arrived on scene.
Officers were able to calm
the student and deescalate the occurrence.
A staff member found
suspected marijuana and
turned over to police. It
was tested and placed into
property for destruction.
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

1132

1142

1142
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1904-0036 04/23/2019

1905

Tubman Hall

Medical Emergency

1904-0037 04/24/2019

0055

Lot L

Theft from Auto

1904-0038 04/24/2019

0955

FPAC

Malicious Destruction of
Property

1904-0039 04/24/2019

2328

McKeldin Gym

Assault 2nd Degree

1904-0040 04/25/2019

0022

Tubman Hall

Assault 1st Degree

1904-0041 04/25/2019

0735

McKeldin Gym

Lost Property

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

A student reported to
police that they were
having a bad day and
weren’t feeling well. A
friend transported them to
the hospital.
3 6(c) $175 Window $280
shoes. Victim reported to
police the passenger side
rear window was broken
and contents unlawfully
removed. An investigation
is being conducted.
Officers responded to a
call for the defacing of a
vending machine. The
cleaning crew was able to
clean the markings off. No
other physical damages
observed.
4 4(e) During a verbal
altercation a student
reported being assaulted.
An investigation is being
conducted.
5 4(c) During an assault a
student was hit in the head
with a brick by a nonstudent. An investigation
is being conducted.
A student advised police
they lost their cell phone
during a concert in the
McKeldin Gym. Search
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1145

1143

1132

1115

1115

1132
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1904-0042 04/25/2019

1324

Lot A

1904-0043 04/25/2019

2130

James Gym

1904-0044 04/26/2019

2109

CMRC

1904-0045 04/27/2019

0110

James Gym

1904-0046 04/27/2019

0130

James Gym

5/29/2019

was done with negative
results.
Misc. Incident( Irate Person)
A person became irate
with police while being
detained for a traffic
violation. Officers deescalated the occurrence.
Medical Emergency
Officers were made aware
of an unresponsive person
in the female restroom
during a concert. EMS
was called and transported
the same to the hospital.
CDS
Residence Life Staff
JA
reported to police they
observed suspected
marijuana in a residential
dwelling while performing
health and wellness
checks. Officers
responded and observed
suspected marijuana.
Same was confiscated and
tested positive for
marijuana. Referred to the
Office of Student
Conduct.
nd
Assault 2 Degree
6 4(e) A student assaulted a
police officer by swinging
a closed fist at the officer
while attending a concert.
An investigation is being
conducted.
Misc. Incident (Injured Person) A student was pushed
A-ARREST

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

1140

1142

1143

1144
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1904-0047 04/27/2019

0200

CMRC

Misc. Incident (Injured
Employee)

1904-0048 04/27/2019

0122

McKeldin Gym

2nd Degree Assault

1904-0049 04/27/2019

0136

McKeldin Gym

Burglary 4th degree

1904-0050 04/27/2019

1402

McKeldin Gym

Motor Vehicle Theft

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

from behind falling and
injuring their knee while
at a concert. The student
declined medical
attention.
An employee reported
being injured in the
commission of their
normal duties. They went
to the hospital on their
own for treatment.
7 4(e) A student reported to
police they were assaulted
by being thrown to the
ground, kicked and
punched. No injuries
incurred. An investigation
is being conducted.
3 5(b) Laptop $500 Police
responded to a report of a
burglary. Investigation
revealed an individual
known to complainant
unlawfully entered the
residence of complainant
and removed a laptop
computer. The computer
was later returned. An
investigation is being
conducted.
1 7(a) $18,000 Officers
were advised that a non–
student lost the keys to
their vehicle and the
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1144

1112

1142

1132
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1904-0051 04/27/2019

1406

Mckeldin Gym

Theft Under ($1000)

1904-0052 04/27/2019

1756

Lot G

Malicious Destruction of
Property

1904-0053 04/27/2019

1204

CMRC

Theft (Under $1000)

1904-0054 04/29/2019

1100

Lot C

Theft (Under $1000)

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

vehicle was stolen from
campus. . An investigation
is being conducted.
4 6(c) $185 A student
reported to police that a
guest stole their property
while visiting them in
their residential dwelling.
An investigation is being
conducted.
Officers responded to a
call for property damage.
The complainant reported
damage to the driver side
mirror and rear window
wiper of their vehicle. An
investigation is being
conducted.
5 6(a) $50 US. Currency
Complainant advised
police that a guest stole
their head phones and $50
Us Currency. The
headphones were returned
by the guest and the
complainant did not wish
to pursue charges for the
money.
6 6(a) $35 The complainant
reported to police they left
their vehicle with the BSU
parking permit in the
window and upon return it
was missing. Investigation
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

1142

1115

1151
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1904-0055 04/29/2019

1325

Mckeldin

Misc. Incident (Injured Person)

1904-0056 04/29/2019

1325

Mckeldin

Misc. Incident (Injured Person)

1904-0057 04/29/2019

1445

MLK

2nd Degree Assault (Domestic
Related)
8

1904-0058 04/29/2019

1517

MLK

Medical Emergency

1904-0059 04/29/2019

2020

N,M & Science Bldg.

Misc. Incident ( removal of
bulbs from elevator)

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

is being conducted.
An event staff employee
was injured by the
barricades when the
crowd became rowdy at a
concert. The staff member
declined medical
attention.
An event staff employee
was injured by the
barricades when the
crowd became rowdy at a
concert. The staff member
was taken to the hospital
by a friend for medical
attention.
4(e) During a domestic
dispute one party
repeatedly bumped the
other until pushed away
by the victim. An
investigation is being
conducted.
A student reported feeling
faint and dizzy. Upon
arrival EMS was called by
police. The student was
treated but refused to be
transported to the hospital.
A friend transported the
student to the hospital.
ABM employees reported
the bulbs were removed
from an elevator and
JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1144

1144

1151

1128

1142
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1904-0060 04/30/2019

1030

James Gym

Medical Emergency

1904-0061 04/30/2019

1030

McKeldin Gym

Disorderly Conduct

5/29/2019

A-ARREST

found on the floor. The
bulbs were re-installed on
the elevator.
A student was injured at a
concert when the crowd
became rowdy. The
student sustained injuries
to both knees, their inner
thighs and left side rib
area. The student declined
medical attention.
A student was irate with
public safety
administrative staff due to
having their tags flags
after receiving a parking
citation. Referred to the
Office of Student
Conduct.

JA-JUDICIAL AFFAIRS

1132

JA

1132

